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Abstract
The design of integrated circuits has achieved a great deal of attention in the last decade. In the routing
phase, an open layout problem has survived which is important from both the theoretical and the practical point
of view. The channel routing problem has been known to be solvable in polynomial time when there are only
2–terminal nets, and is proved by Sarrafzadeh to be NP–complete in case that there exists nets containing at least
six terminals. Also the 5–terminal case is claimed to be NP–complete. In our paper, we give a simple proof
for the NP–completeness of the 5–terminal channel routing problem. This proof is based on a reduction from
a special version of the satisfiability problem. Based on the techniques introduced in this paper and a result of
[HSS97] stating the NP–completeness of the 3–terminal switchbox routing problem, we prove the 4–terminal
3–sided switchbox routing problem to be NP–complete.

1 Introduction
Very large scale integrated circuit layout (VLSI) is one of the amazingly growing areas in discrete mathematics
and computer science due to both its practical relevance and its importance as a trove of combinatorial problems.
Usually in VLSI design we distinguish between the phase of placing physical components and the subsequent
routing phase realizing the conducting connections between them.
The routing phase itself consists of the layout problem and the corresponding layer assignment. We refer
the reader to the book of Lengauer [Len90] and to the survey of Möhring, Wagner and Wagner [MWW95] for a
detailed description of this process as well as for comprehensive surveys of the use of combinatorial and graph–
theoretic methods in VLSI design. Here, we concentrate on the layout problem where the course of the wires to
connect the cells in a single plane has to be determined.
Most generally, the problem is to find an edge–disjoint packing of Steiner trees in a given planar graph. To
be more precise, we are given a graph G = (V E ), the so–called routing graph, and k sets N 1 : : : Nk V called
nets. In this context, the elements of the nets are referred to as terminals. The task is to find k pairwise edge–
disjoint Steiner trees T1 : : : Tk E such that Ti connects the terminals of net Ni . A solution of the Steiner tree
packing problem is called layout. For arbitrary planar graphs, Kramer and van Leeuwen [KvL84] showed that the
Steiner tree packing problem is NP–complete even if there are only two–terminal nets involved. Korte, Prömel
and Steger [KPS90] complemented the NP–completeness result by Kramer and van Leeuwen by proving the NP–
completeness of the problem if there are only two multi–terminal nets. If all terminals are assigned to the outer
face of the routing graph, Okamura and Seymour [OS81] gave sufficient conditions for instances that can be solved
in polynomial time.
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The routing graphs arising in VLSI design are actually very special planar graphs, most frequently they are
even rectangular grids, corresponding to the usual shape of physical layout areas. Such routing problems have
been attacked by quite different methods ranging from purely bottom–up methods over floor–planning techniques
up to polyhedral combinatorics (see, e.g., [Len90, GMW93]). There are two types of problems on a grid which are
of particular importance, namely switchbox routing and channel routing. In both cases, all terminals are placed on
the boundary of the grid. In switchbox routing the terminals may be placed on all four sides, or on exactly three
sides in the restricted case of 3–sided switchbox routing. Channel routing is another special case of switchbox
routing, placing the terminals only on the lower and the upper side of the grid.
There are two major routing models to distinguish. In the layout, all paths must have disjoint edges but they
may meet at the intersection points of the grid. In the so–called knock-knee model, two different paths may cross
or both change their direction (forming a double–bend, called knock–knee) at an intersection point of the grid. In
the Manhattan model, knock–knees are not allowed.
From the theoretical perspective, the switchbox routing problem in the knock–knee model is completely solved
since Preparata and Mehlhorn [MP86] presented a polynomial time algorithm for the two–terminal case while
Hartmann, Schäffter and Schulz [HSS97] recently proved that the switchbox routing problem with 3–terminal nets
is NP–complete.
For the Manhattan model, Szymanski [Szy85] showed that channel routing with 4–terminal nets is NP–
complete, and hence, so is switchbox routing. This result is improved upon by Middendorf [Mid93] showing
that even the 2–terminal channel routing problem in the Manhattan model is NP–complete.
For the channel routing problem in the knock–knee model, Sarrafzadeh [Sar87] proved the NP–completeness
if some of the nets involved have six or more terminals. He also claimed (without giving a proof) the NP–
completeness of the 5–terminal channel routing problem. In this paper, we give a much simpler proof even for
the 5–terminal channel routing problem. The complexity status of the 3–terminal and 4–terminal channel routing
problem remains open. We would like to mention that the given reduction is based on ideas in [Szy85] and [Sar87]
and on new techniques introduced in [HSS97].
The NP–completeness result of Sarrafzadeh [Sar87] also applies for the 3–sided switchbox routing problem
if some of the nets involved have six or more terminals. Using a result of [HSS97], we are able to reduce the
gap between the polynomial solvable 2–terminal and the NP–complete multi–terminal case by showing the 4–
terminal 3–sided switchbox routing problem to be NP–complete. Again, the complexity status of the 3–terminal
case remains open.
On the other hand, there is a variety of polynomial time algorithms for the channel routing problem with only
2-terminal nets using at most d tracks where d is the maximum horizontal density of the given channel routing instance. An overview can be found in [MWW95]. Some of them are even linear time algorithms ([LP84], [MPS86]).
Area-optimal layouts are produced by the algorithms of [Fra82] and [KWW89]. Layouts with a minimal total wire
length are constructed by the algorithms of [FWW93] and [Wag93].
Approximation algorithms are described in [MPS86] stating that 2d ; 1 tracks always suffice for a layout of
multi–terminal nets. If all nets have at most three terminals then even b3d =2c tracks suffice. The best known
algorithm for the multi–terminal channel routing problem is given in [GK87]. Their algorithm has a guaranty for
the number of tracks of 3d =2 + O(d log d ).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem and the channel
routing problem and give a first, introductory description of the transformation. In Section 3, we give a new and
simple proof for the NP–completeness of the 5–terminal channel routing problem. In Section 4, we apply our
techniques to the 3–sided switchbox routing problem. Thereby, we prove the former problem to be NP–complete
if some of the nets involved have four or more terminals. We conclude with some remarks in Section 5.
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2 A Brief Description of the Reduction
An instance of the channel routing problem consists of a routing region and a set of nets. The routing region is
assumed to be a rectangular grid, called channel, with n vertical lines and an arbitrary number of horizontal lines,
also called tracks. The set of nets consists of k nets N1 :: Nk , where each net is a set of so–called terminals which
here are intersection points at the upper and the lower boundary of the grid.
A solution of the channel routing problem, called layout or routing, is given by pairwise edge–disjoint Steiner
trees T1 ::: Tk embedded in the grid such that Ti connects the terminals of net Ni , i = 1 : : : k.
Before explaining the basics of our reduction, we introduce some notions which prove useful in the discussions
to follow. We number the tracks top–down and the vertical lines from the left to the right. The segment of the grid
between the vertical lines with indices i and i + 1 is called a column and is denoted by ~ı. The (local) horizontal
density dh (i) of column~ı is defined as the number of nets that have to cross column~ı, i.e., it is the number of nets
that contain terminals at the left–hand side as well as terminals at the right–hand side of the column ~ı. We call
the vertical line with index i density–increasing if dh (i) > dh (i ; 1) and density–decreasing if dh (i) < dh (i ; 1).
Otherwise, we call the vertical line density–preserving. We call the number of tracks the horizontal capacity and
the number of vertical lines the vertical capacity of the channel. The free horizontal capacity of a column is the
difference of the horizontal capacity minus the horizontal density of the column.

The l–terminal channel routing problem
Instance: A rectangular grid consisting of n vertical lines and d horizontal lines. A collection fN1 :: Nk g of
nets, each consisting of at most l terminals. Terminals are assigned to the intersection points at the upper
and lower boundary of the grid. The number of horizontal lines d corresponds to the maximum horizontal
density of the problem.
Question: Is there an edge–disjoint knock–knee routing for the nets in the given routing region?
We interchangeably use the term net for a set of terminals and for the realization of its Steiner tree in the layout.
The respective meaning should always be clear from the context.
The following theorem was claimed (without giving a proof) by Sarrafzadeh [Sar87].
Theorem 2.1. The 5-terminal channel routing problem is NP–complete.
The mayor part of this paper is devoted to give a simple proof for this result. It is clear that the l–terminal
channel routing problem is in NP. The following reduction is from a special version of the 3–SAT problem.

The 3–bounded 3–SAT problem
Instance: A set X = fx1 : : : xN g of Boolean variables, and a collection C = fC1 : : : CM g of clauses over X.
Thereby, for each variable x i there are at most three clauses in C that contain either xi or xi . Moreover, each
clause contains at most three literals.
Question: Is there an assignment for the variables in X such that every clause in C is satisfied?
The 3–bounded 3–SAT problem was proved to be NP–complete by [GJ79, p. 259]. Without loss of generality, we
assume that all clauses contain strictly more than one literal and that every Boolean variable occurs negated as well
as unnegated.
The main ideas of the transformation are as follows.



For each Boolean variable xi 2 X we introduce two nets Xi and X i , called real–nets. If xi occurs in two
clauses, Xi and X i consist of four terminals each, otherwise they have five terminals. In order to route the
real–nets, we introduce two horizontal lines for each variable x i , called variable–tracks.
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A variable xi is meant to be
otherwise.

TRUE

if and only if net Xi is routed below net X i in the layout, and

FALSE

Each clause C j is modelled as a block B j of consecutive vertical lines. The constructed channel consists of
these clause blocks chained from the left to the right. Furthermore, we add a start block L to the left and an
end block R to the right side of the channel (see Figure 1).
L

B1

Bj

BM

R

Figure 1: The coarse–structure of the resulting channel instance.








In contrast to [Sar87], we do not need so–called enforcer blocks such that the number of terminals per net
can simply be bounded by five. We insert at most three terminals of the real–nets corresponding to the
occurrence of the Boolean variable x i in the clauses. Furthermore, we introduce two additional terminals for
each real–net, one in the start block L and one in the end block R.
The link of the Boolean variables to the clauses in which they occur is essentially captured as follows. If
the Boolean variable xi appears in the clause C j , both nets Xi and X i have exactly one terminal on the same
vertical line (called the variable–line) of the clause block B j .
These variable–lines are surrounded by a certain collection of vertical lines (and terminals of different nets
placed on these lines) to guarantee that the terminals of Xi and X i can be connected to its corresponding nets,
respectively. This makes sure that each literal can be TRUE or FALSE. The collections of vertical lines and
nets of the same topological structure are called detour modules explained in Subsection 3.2. The precise
structure of clause blocks is described in Subsection 3.1.
We introduce a bunch of dummy nets in the start and the end block in order to force the detour–nets to the
lowest tracks.

Thereby, a 3–bounded 3–SAT instance I consisting of N Boolean variables and M clauses is transformed into
an instance I 0 of the 5–terminal channel routing problem with n = 2N + 4 vertical, m = 8N + 9M 2 + 11M3 + 4
horizontal lines, and k = 6N + 4M + 4 nets, where M2 denotes the number of 2-literal and M 3 the number of
3-literal clauses of the 3–bounded 3–SAT instance, respectively.

3 The Transformation
In this section, we describe the transformation from the 3-bounded 3–SAT problem to the 5–terminal channel
routing problem in detail. This leads to the first proof, the NP–completeness of the 5–terminal channel routing
problem already claimed in [Sar87]. Additionally, our proof is much simpler than the proof of [Sar87] because we
do not need structures like enforcer blocks. Hence, the number of involved nets is significantly smaller.

3.1 The Clause Block
In this subsection, we present the precise structure of the main structure of the transformation, the so–called clause
block. There is exactly one clause block for each clause of the instance of the 3-bounded 3–SAT problem. Every
clause block consists of one vertical variable–line for each Boolean variable of the associated clause. The variable–
lines are surrounded by detour modules explained in detail in Sub–section 3.2. The length of each clause block
depends on the number of literals in the corresponding clause.
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For a given clause C, we introduce a variable–line for each variable occurring in C. If a variable x appears
unnegated in C, we place a terminal of net X at the lower position of the variable–line associated with x and a
terminal of net X at the upper position. If x appears negated in C, the assignment is vice versa (see Figure 2).
So far, we have mainly been concerned with the construction of the channel. To improve the accessibility
of the discussions to follow, we turn for a moment to the interpretation point of view. As mentioned before, a
variable x is meant to be TRUE if and only if net X is routed below net X. Given the terminal assignment at the
variable–lines and the interpretation of the routing of the real–nets, we can distinguish two possible routing types
at each variable–line. If a variable x is TRUE (FALSE, respectively) and appears negated (unnegated) in the clause
under consideration, then not both terminals of the associated variable–line can directly be connected to their
dedicated track. Consequently, additional horizontal and vertical capacity is needed to route the necessary detour
(see Figure 3 b). Such a routing is called a FALSE–routing. Every other kind of local routing (see, for instance,
Figure 3 a) is called a TRUE –routing. It corresponds to a literal with value TRUE.
Xa

Xb

Xc

X
X
X

X
X
Xa

Xb

Xc

Figure 2: Var.–lines for C = xa _ xb _ xc

X

X

Figure 3: a) TRUE–routing

X

b) FALSE–routing.

In order to allow a TRUE– or a FALSE–routing at every variable–line, the detour modules provide the required
horizontal and vertical capacity.

3.2 The Detour Module
Detour modules surround the variable–lines. They are intended to provide the capacity needed for a FALSE–routing
and, at the same time, to keep the horizontal and vertical density high enough to prevent a change of the vertical
ordering of the nets.
Consider, say, the i–th detour module. This module consists of four vertical lines, and of seven terminals of
four so–called detour–nets ei;1 , ei , gi;1 , and gi . These detour–nets serve to keep the capacity low which is caused
by the special terminal assignment at the introduced vertical lines. Detour–nets have at most four terminals. The
first terminal of the net ei;1 and the first two terminals of the net gi;1 are located in the previous detour module.
The third terminal of gi;1 is placed on the upper endpoint of the first vertical line of the ith detour module. We put
this line itself to the left of the variable–lines. The other three vertical lines of this detour module are placed to the
right side of the variable–lines (see Figure 4). The vertical line directly to the right of the variable–lines is called
the detour–line. Terminals of the detour–net g i are assigned to the bottom endpoints of the second and the fourth
of these vertical lines whereas the bottom endpoints of the first and the third vertical line of the detour module are
used for the nets ei;1 and ei , respectively. In order to force net g i to be routed below net ei as shown in Figure 4,
we assign a terminal of net ei to the top of the fourth vertical line. The exact terminal assignment within the detour
module can be taken from Figure 4.
The name detour–line is motivated by its functionality. The detour caused by a FALSE–routing cannot be realized without occupying the vertical capacity of the associated detour–line. For the same reason, the detour module
provides free horizontal capacity of one track between its first density–decreasing vertical line and its density–
increasing detour–line. The remaining vertical lines of the detour module, however, are density–preserving. The
capacity provided by the detour module may be used to realize a TRUE– as well as a FALSE–routing. Notice that
the free horizontal capacity of one track of the detour module must be used in both cases (see Figure 4).
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gi;1 X 1 X2
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ei
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ei;1
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gi
ei;1 X1 X2 gi

0
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gi
ei;1 X1 X 2

gi

g0

ei

gi

Figure 4: A layout for the detour module in a 2–literal clause block: a TRUE – and a FALSE–routing (left/right).

Up to this point, the transformation of the clauses is completely described. For a 3–literal clause, we embed
three consecutive variable–lines into two detour modules. The nets of the second detour module are denoted with
fi and hi . Thereby, the first vertical line of each detour module is placed on the left side of the variable–lines. The
remaining vertical lines are on the right side. For a 2–literal clause, we embed a block of two variable–lines into
one detour module (see Figure 4). Furthermore, we place a block of three consecutive vertical lines at the end of
the clause block. We assign terminals of nets fi , hi and f i to the top and f i;1 , hi;1 and hi to the bottom of these
lines, in this order. Thus, a clause block corresponding to a 3–literal clause consists of eleven vertical lines, and
a clause block corresponding to a 2–literal consists of nine vertical lines. In order to route the detour nets, four
horizontal lines are added to the channel routing problem.
Figure 4 depicts two variable–lines embedded in a detour module. The terminal assignment and two possible
layouts for the nets X2 and X 2 inside the detour module are shown. If grid points at the upper boundary are not
occupied by terminals, then this is denoted by zero as an index for the empty net.

3.3 Start & End Block
The function of the start block L and the end block R is to introduce the detour– and the real–nets, such that the
density is at its maximum at the transition between block L and the left–most clause block B 1 as well as between
the right–most clause block BM and R, respectively. Within these new blocks, additional nets, so–called dummy–
nets, induce an ordering of the nets at the transition to the clause blocks, such that the detour–nets are forced to the
four lowest tracks. The start and the end block are symmetric, but in a reverse order. Both blocks consists 5N + 5
vertical lines.
The start block can clearly be divided into three sub–blocks. The first sub–block L ins consist of N + 2 density–
increasing vertical lines. The detour–nets and some additional nets are inserted in L ins . The corresponding terminal
assignment is depicted in Figure 5. At the right side of this sub–block, the density is at its maximum, such that each
net occupies exactly one track. The second sub–block L ind consists of 2N + 3 density–preserving vertical lines.
The following list of terminals is assigned the upper side of the channel: (g 0 f0 e0 N N :: 2 2 1 1). At the lower
side of the channel, a shifted list is assigned to. This list is shifted by one position to the right while a terminal of
net h0 is assigned to the head of the list. The terminal of net 1 is omitted (see Figure 5). Due to this assignment,
the detour–nets and some dummy–nets are forced to the lowest tracks, which will be proved by Lemma 3.1.
f0 e0 N
Lins
h0 g0 N

2 1 g0 f0 e0 N N
Lind
2 1 h0 g0 f0 e0 N N

X1 X 1

2 2 1 1 XN X N
Lreal
22 1 N N

Rreal

Rind

Rins

1 1

Figure 5: The start block L in detail

Figure 6: The structure of the end block R
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The third sub–block Lreal consists 2N density–preserving vertical lines. At each of these lines, one of the
dummy–nets is replaced by the associated real–net (see Figure 5). For the end block R (see Figure 6), the detour–
nets indexed with zero are replaced by detour–nets indexed with M + 1. For the reason of simplification, the
dummy nets of the start and the end block are not distinguished furthermore, but they are in fact different from
each other.

3.4 The Proof for the 5–Terminal Case
At this point, the reduction from an instance of the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem to an instance of the 5–terminal
channel routing problem is completely described. The NP–completeness proof has the following structure:
Lemma 3.1 states that the detour–nets are always forced to the lowest track. Lemma 3.2 shows how a satisfying
variable assignment for an instance of the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem induces a layout for the resulting channel
routing problem. For the reverse direction, we show that the determination of the values of the Boolean variables
from the given layout is well defined, i.e. the determined values are the same for each vertical line of the layout.
This is captured by Lemma 3.3. Once this lemma is proved, it only remains to show that the assignment induced
by the given layout satisfies all clauses of the underlying instance of the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem. This is done
by Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.1 (Area of the Detour–Nets). For every layout of the channel routing problem, the detour–nets e i , fi ,
gi , and hi , i = 0 :: M + 1, occupy tracks 2N + 1 to 2N + 4. Furthermore, the nets ei and f i are routed above the
nets gi and hi , i = 0 :: M + 1, in every layout.
Proof. Each net occupies exactly one track at the transition between L ins and Lind since horizontal density is at
its maximum. Hence, at each of the density–preserving vertical lines of L ind , the track–assignment must correspond to the terminal assignment, since there is neither horizontal nor vertical capacity to route a detour which
would be necessary at a vertical line which terminal assignment contradicts the track assignment. This means
that the track–assignment induced by L ind is unique. Starting from the top, the track assignment is as follows:
(1 1 2 2 :: N N e0 f0 g0 h0 ). Since all real–nets are inserted from the upper side of the channel thereby replacing an associated dummy–net, the ordering of the detour–nets must not change. The same argumentation also
holds for the detour-nets e M+1 , fM+1 , gM+1 , and hM+1 of the end block R.
It remains to show that this order also holds for the detour–nets of the clause blocks. In each clause blocks,
only the ending detour–nets are replaced by new corresponding detour–nets. So, these new detour–nets cannot
be routed to a higher track than the old detour–nets as all new detour–nets are inserted from the lower side of the
channel. The last vertical lines of the detour modules are density–preserving and density is again at its maximum.
Since detours cannot be routed at maximum density it is guaranteed that nets e i and f i are routed above the nets g i
and hi , i = 1 :: M + 1 according to their terminal assignment at those vertical lines. This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2 (Existence of a Layout). Every feasible solution of the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem induces a layout
for the resulting 5–terminal channel routing problem.
Proof. Given an instance of the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem and a satisfying variable assignment, we now describe
how to obtain a layout for the resulting channel routing problem instance.
1. Route the sub–blocks Lind and Rind according to the track assignment as suggested in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Connect the terminals of the nets of Lins and Rins in respect to these track assignments.
2. Assign the first two real–nets X1 and X 1 to the highest free tracks. If variable x 1 is TRUE, route X 1 above X1 ,
otherwise route them in reverse order. Connect both nets to their terminals in L real and Rreal . Continue in
the same manner with the remaining real–nets.
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3. Connect the terminals of the real–nets whenever the assignment of the terminals in the clause blocks corresponds to the ordering of the track assignment at the associated variable–lines. These are exactly the
TRUE–routings.
4. Connect the remaining terminals of the real–nets on the upper side directly to their corresponding tracks.
Connect the remaining terminals of the real–nets on the lower side by using the horizontal capacity in the
area of the detour–nets and the vertical capacity of the detour–line as depicted in Figure 4, right side. These
FALSE –routings can be realized as in each clause block, the number of the detour–lines is greater or equal
as the number of necessary FALSE–routings.
5. Route the remaining detour–nets in a canonical way (refer to Figure 4).
This procedure yields a layout for the resulting channel routing problem.
Lemma 3.3 (Detour Module). For every layout of the channel routing problem, the track assignment of the real–
nets does not change inside the detour module.
Proof. Inside each detour module, there is a horizontal capacity of one between the density–decreasing vertical
line on the left side of the variable–lines and the density–increasing detour–line on the right side of the variable–
lines. For every layout, this horizontal capacity must be used by nets that occupy two tracks due to the terminal
assignment of the detour module. In case of a TRUE–routing, these are the upper detour–nets e or f , and in case of a
FALSE–routing, these are the real–nets which terminals are assigned to the bottom of the associated variable–lines
(see Figure 4). The lack of more free horizontal capacity inside the detour module prevents changes of the track
assignment since, as shown before, all tracks are occupied and at least horizontal capacity is necessary to re–route
one net to another track.
Lemma 3.4 (Satisfying Assignment). Consider a layout for the resulting instance of the channel routing problem.
Then, in every clause block, a TRUE–routing is realized for at least one variable of the associated clause.
Proof. The proof follows by a simple contradiction argument. As mentioned before, a clause block corresponding
to a 3–literal clause (2–literal clause, respectively) consists of 2 (1) detour–lines. At each detour-line, vertical
capacity is available in order to route exactly one FALSE–routing. Suppose a layout of the channel routing problem
implies a variable assignment which does not satisfy a clause C. Hence, at each variable–line of the corresponding
clause block a FALSE–routing has to be realized. This means that for a 3–literal clause (2–literal clause, respectively), 3 (2) FALSE–routings have to be routed. Thus, the demand of vertical capacity is strictly greater than the
number of detour–lines which contradicts the existence of a layout. This means that a layout of the channel routing
problem implies a satisfying variable assignment for the instance of the underlying satisfiability problem which
proves this lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Obviously all introduced nets consist of at most five terminals. The theorem now follows
directly from the above lemmas: Lemma 3.2 states that a satisfying variable assignment induces a layout of the
corresponding instance for the resulting channel routing problem. Such a layout can be constructed by the algorithm which is given in the proof of Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.3, the variable assignment is shown to be well
defined while Lemma 3.4 guarantees that every clause of the 3–bounded 3–SAT instance is satisfied by the obtained
variable assignment. Hence, the 5–terminal channel routing problem is NP–complete.
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4 An Extension to 3–Sided Switchbox Routing
In the first part of this paper, we introduced techniques of constructing terminal assignments of sub–channels in
order to fix nets to dedicated tracks. In this section, we apply these techniques and a result of [HSS97] to the
3–sided switchbox routing problem to prove its NP–completeness for the 4–terminal case. The channel and the
3–sided switchbox routing problem are special cases of the switchbox routing problem.
An instance of the switchbox routing problem consists of a routing region and a set of nets. Again, the routing
region is assumed to be a rectangular grid, the so–called switchbox, with n vertical lines and m horizontal lines.
The set of nets consists of k nets N1 :: Nk , where each net is a set of terminals which are intersection points at the
boundary of the grid.
A solution of the switchbox routing problem, called layout or routing, is given by pairwise edge–disjoint Steiner
trees T1 ::: Tk embedded in the grid such that Ti connects the terminals of net Ni , i = 1 : : : k.

The l–terminal switchbox routing problem
Instance: A rectangular routing region consisting of n vertical and m horizontal lines. A collection fN 1 :: Nk g
of nets, each net consists of at most l terminals. The terminals are assigned to the intersection points at the
boundary of the grid.
Question: Is there an edge-disjoint knock-knee routing for the nets in the given routing region?
The following result for the switchbox routing problem is established in [HSS97].
Theorem 4.1 ([HSS97]). The 3-terminal switchbox routing problem is NP–complete.
This means that the gap between the polynomial solvable 2–terminal case and the NP–complete multi–terminal
cases is completely closed. For the channel routing problem, the gap is reduced from the 6–terminal to the 5–
terminal case by Theorem 2.1 (see Table 1). In this section, we reduce the gap for the 3–sided switchbox routing
problem proving the 4–terminal case to be NP–complete. The l–terminal 3–sided switchbox problem is a special
case of the switchbox routing problem where the terminals are only assigned to three sides of the boundary of the
grid.
For the necessary transformation, we first apply the transformation from the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem suggested in [HSS97]. Then, we replace the right side of the switchbox by a sub–channel which fulfills the following
tasks: it introduces all necessary nets and fixes them to dedicated tracks, so that we gain a transformation from
the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem to the 4–terminal 3–sided switchbox routing problem. The disadvantage of this
replacement is that the number of terminals of some nets increases from three to four. If we also replace the left
side of the switchbox by a corresponding sub–channel, the number of terminals of some nets even increases to
five. But, we gain an alternative proof for the NP–completeness of the 5–terminal channel routing problem. The
replacement and its correctness is presented in detail in the next subsection.

4.1 The Replacement
We start with an instance of the 3–bounded 3–SAT problem and apply the transformation given in [HSS97] to gain
a terminal assignment for a 4–sided switchbox. Terminals of a bunch of different extension–, detour–, gate– and
sandwich–nets are assigned to the right boundary of this switchbox. Each of these nets consists of at most three
terminals and exactly one terminal of these nets is assigned to the right boundary. For the reason of simplification,
we denote these nets by 1 to 2K in this order from top to bottom. Replacing the right side of the switchbox by a
sub–channel, we add another terminal to each of these nets. Furthermore, we introduce 2K dummy nets denoted
by 1 to 2K in order to induce a special track assignment.
The replacing channel consists of 6K ; 1 vertical lines. It can clearly be decomposed into three sub–channels:
s
Rrepl , Rsind , and Rsins in this order from left to right. The terminal assignments of R sind and Rsins are depicted in
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Figure 7. Their functionality is already described in detail in Subsection 3.3. The terminal assignments of these
sub–channels guarantee that the dummy nets 1 to 2K are assigned to the tracks of the switchbox in this order from
top to bottom at the first column left of R sind which is already shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
2i ; 1 2i
switchbox

2i

1

Rsrepl
2i 2i + 1 2i ; 1

2

2K ; 1 1

Rsind
2

3

2K ; 1

3
Rsins

2K

2

4

2i ; 1
2i
2i + 1

2K

2i ; 1 2i

2i

2i 2i + 1 2i ; 1

2i ; 1
2i
2i + 1

Figure 8: Routing detail in Rsrepl

Figure 7: The replacing channel

The new and essential sub–channel Rsrepl consists of 3K vertical lines. In this sub–channel, we replace the
dummy nets by the nets involved in the switchbox transformation, such that the track assignment left of R srepl is
almost the same as the terminal assignment at the right side of the switchbox to be replaced. The sub–channel
contains K modules each consisting of three vertical lines. For each i 2 f1 :: K g, we assign terminals of the nets
2i ; 1, 2i, and 2i to the top of these lines, and terminals of 2i, 2i + 1, and 2i ; 1 to the bottom (see Figure 7).
Notice that the lower terminal of net 2K + 1 which does not exist is replaced by a terminal of the dummy net 2K.
Except local exchanges between nets which are direct neighbors, this terminal assignment induces the dedicated
track assignment left of Rsrepl . This is proved by Lemma 4.2. With this lemma and Theorem 4.1, we are able to
prove the 4–terminal 3–sided switchbox routing problem to be NP–complete.
Before formulating the lemma, we introduce some further notations. Analogously to a column~ı, a row ~j is the
segment between the tracks j and j + 1. The vertical density of a row ~j is defined analogously to the horizontal
density of a column ~ı. The Steiner tree resulting from an embedding of a 3–terminal net into the grid contains a
node with degree 3. This so–called uneven point has to be placed on a grid point with even degree of 4, such that
the remaining unused edge of this grid point cannot be used to embed another net. Each uneven point is connected
to another one by a sequence of unused edges of the grid. We call this sequence a virtual path. Such a virtual path
between uneven points of the Steiner trees associated with nets 2i and 2i + 1 is marked by a dotted line in Figure 8.
Lemma 4.2 (Replacing Channel). A layout for the replacing channel exists and for every layout of the resulting
3–sided switchbox routing problem, the terminal assignment of the replacing channel induces the following track
assignment at the first column at its left side:
1. Net 1 (respectively net 2K) is assigned to the highest (resp. lowest) track of the 3–sided switchbox.
2. For each i 2 f1

::

K ; 1g, the nets 2i and 2i + 1 are assigned to tracks 2i and 2i + 1, or vice versa.

Proof. First, we prove that a layout exists for the replacing channel. For the sub–channels R sind and Rsins , this has
been done in the proof of Lemma 3.1, such that it suffices to give a solution for R srepl . At the first column left
(right, respectively) of Rsrepl , the nets 1 (1) to 2K (2K) have to be assigned from top to bottom. The routing inside
sub–channel Rsrepl can be found by applying the routing detail described in Figure 8 for each i 2 f1 :: K g.
For the remaining proof of this lemma, we again focus on the sub–channel R srepl . Since the track assignment at
its left side is unique as stated in the proof of Lemma 3.1, this sub–channel itself can be considered as a 3–sided
switchbox S with 3K vertical and 2K horizontal lines. Terminals are assigned to the upper, lower and right side of
S (see Figure 9 for K = 3). Regarding this switchbox, three observations can be made.
1. For each i 2 f0
2. For each j 2 f1

::

::

K g, the horizontal density is at its maximum at columns ~3i.
K g, the vertical density is at its maximum at rows 2 j~; 1.

3. The considered switchbox S contains 2K 3–terminal nets, such that all layouts must contain K virtual paths
connecting uneven points. These virtual paths must not cross columns or rows of maximum density.
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Figure 9: The 3–sided switchbox S (for K = 3) with horinzontal and vertical densities
In order to prove this lemma, it remains to show that net 2i ; 1 (2i) cannot be assigned to track 2i (2i ; 1) for
an arbitrary i 2 f1 :: K g. Considering the described 3–sided switchbox, we suppose that at the first column left of
S, net 2i ; 1 is assigned to track 2i and net 2i is routed to track 2i ; 1.
Due to the first observation, each net occupies exactly one track at column 3i~; 3. Additionally, net 2i is
still routed above net 2i ; 1 since the considered nets cannot exchange their tracks without crossing row 2i~; 1
according to the second observation. Within the sub–channel between columns 3i~; 3 and ~3i, there exists two 3–
terminal nets, namely 2i and 2i + 1, which have to be connected by a virtual path according to the third observation.
This virtual path has to cross row 2i~; 1 which contradicts the first observation. Hence, a layout does not exist for
the assumed track assignment. This proves the lemma.
This yields the following result.
Theorem 4.3. The 4–terminal 3–sided switchbox routing problem is NP–complete.
Proof. Obviously, all nets consist of at most four terminals. Considering the track assignment which is induced by
the replacing channel, we can apply Theorem 4.1 as differences to the dedicated track assignment of this switchbox
are strictly local which is proved by Lemma 4.2. These local exchanges have no influence on the fact that the values
of the Boolean variables are still well defined because for this proof it is only necessary that nets which belongs
to different vertical regions are separated. As each of these regions consists of a great number of nets of the same
topological type, exchanges between direct neighbors are of any importance. Nets of different topological type are
still separated. Hence, it follows that the 4–terminal 3-sided switchbox routing problem is NP–complete.

5 Concluding Remarks
In our paper, we have given a simple proof for the NP–completeness of the 5–terminal channel routing problem.
Replacing the right side of the switchbox by a sub–channel R and applying a result of [HSS97], we have proved the
3–sided switchbox routing problem with 4–terminal nets to be NP–complete. If we also replace the left side of the
switchbox by sub–channels Lsins , Lsind , and Lsrepl which are similarly constructed as the corresponding sub–channels
for the right side, we gain an alternative proof for the NP–completeness of 5–terminal channel routing problem.
But, the complexity status of the 3–terminal and the 4–terminal channel routing problem and the 3–terminal 3–
sided switchbox routing problem remains open. Table 1 displays an overview on the complexity status of the
channel and switchbox routing problems under consideration.
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problems

2

channel routing

P
[MWW95]

3–sided switchbox routing

P

switchbox routing

3

number of terminals
4
open

open

5

NP–c
[Theorem 2.1]
NP–c
[Theorem 4.3]

5

>

NP–c
[Sar87]

NP–c
[HSS97]

[MP86]

Table 1: Overview on the complexity status of channel and switchbox routing problems
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